CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

After the research was held during 6th-27th of January 2016, the writer could conclude some conclusion. As we knew in the first that before the research, the speaking ability of sixth grade elementary school students in MI Faqih Hasyim Buduran Sidoarjo especially in pronunciation was very poor. The average score was under the minimal achievement score. The students had no motivation in learning. They were bored with old learning. But after the research was held, so we could conclude that:

1. There were some more changes for students. In process of learning English in the class for the sixth grade, singing an English song the reality had been able to attract student’s interest and encourage them. Because learning with CD media was very fun learning and at the same time able to give motivations for students. By singing an English song the students could feel fun and enjoy in learning English process. They became to be more motivated in learning. So the target could be achieved well.

2. After the writer tried teaching English pronunciation by singing an English song in learning English process, so the result of it was the score gradually increased. The lowest score was on student who had initial name A16, A18 and A20. The score was 35 at pre-test and then gradually
increased to be 69, 55 and 56. But in the post-test still able to rise up again to be 79,74 and 76. The class average score became increase from 53,444 to be 80,407.

So the writer concluded that singing an english song in teaching-learning process had been able to improve the student’s speaking skill especially in pronunciations.

B. Suggestions

To get the target as well as possible in speaking skill especially on pronunciation, so singing an english song in learning-teaching english process could be recommended for english teachers, especially for the elementary school teacher to attract the student’s interest and motivation in learning english.

The program should be done regularly and continuously. Not only at that time. the next research will also be needed to enlarge the next value reseach. To get a wider contribution of the result of the research, so some activities should be conducted in other classes of other school, and the writer hopes that there will be many researchers explore furthermore about how to apply singing an english songs in the teaching and learning process more effectively in the future.